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W E L CO M E  TO  I N N O T I E R  

Inside our brand book you’ll learn more about our humble 
beginnings, as well as more practical elements of the images we 
use, the colors we choose, our logos, and words.
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FO U N D E R ’ S  B I O
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JULIANA LAM 

is the Founder and Chairman of Julius Group Holdings Ltd, an OEM gloves 
manufacturer. Her manufacturing legacy was deeply influenced since her 
father's gloves manufacturing company since 1963. She has over 20 years 
of manufacturing experience in gloves & accessories industries and had 
managed over 20 gloves factories in China and South East Asia countries. 
Julius Group is a forward-thinking company that believes in transforming 
the conventional gloves manufacturing business with ESG (environment, 
social and governance) as their core values and has equipped with the 
most advanced E-TECH double-rail production system hanging on ceiling. 
Building best efficiency through big data and constantly innovations in the 
industry is her belief in nowadays industrial mind, to partner with top 
retail brands globally. She is working tirelessly to reinvent and build a 
sustainable business through technologies and innovative solutions. 
Juliana was the only female award winner among the few Young 
Industrialist Awards of Hong Kong in year 2014 and the first female 
President of The Association of Hong Kong Gloves Traders Limited.

Ms Lam is also the Founder and President of UK born retail brand 
INNOTIER, an innovation-driven company with a mission to develop 
products that help people live a more sustainable life with the global top 
technologies as foundation.



I N T R O D U C T I O N



MOTTO
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W H E N  S U S TA I N A B L E
L I F E S T Y L E  M E E T S
T E C H N O L O G Y



INNOVATION & 
TECHNOLOGY
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INNOTIER was born out of an R&D center in the 
U.K. where we teamed up with partners in the U.S. 

We are an innovation-driven company with a 
mission to develop human-centric products that
promote a sustainable lifestyle, leveraging the wealth 
of experience in sustainable production and supply 
chains in Asia – choosing Hong Kong as our 
headquarters.

A global mindset for a purpose-driven company.



MISSION &
VISION

HYGIENE 
TECHNOLOGY

LIFESTYLE
FASHION

SUSTAINABILITY

ESG

INNOTIER is supported by three main pillars:
Sustainability, Hygiene Technology, and Lifestyle 
Fashion. As we pioneer this movement of 
intersection, our core belief is in the ESG
(Environmental, Social, & Governance) values.

Using the ESG criteria to safeguard our efforts
keeps us accountable as we strive towards our
goal of a greener world.
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CERTIFICATION & RECOGNITION
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T E C H N O L O G Y  P A R T N E R S



BUILDING TRUST WITH EVIDENCE
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BUILDING TRUST WITH EVIDENCE
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FASHION
IN A NEW
NORMAL
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Original fashion can no longer satisfy all of our needs under this virus 
co-existing new norms. INNOTIER knows you want more than this. 

With our patented technology, we bring you fashion with antiviral and 
antimicrobial function protecting you anywhere anytime. 

NOW, INNOTIER redefines fashion for you with full functions in a 
sustainable way. 

NO disposable needed to feel comfortable. 



FASHION
IN A NEW
NORMAL INNOTIER 

FLAGSHIP 
STORE
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Shop G1, Nan Fung Place, 173 Des Voeux 
Road C., Central, Hong Kong



INNOTIER MILESTONES
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2020 Jul 7

INNOTIER launch 
announced by 196 
media 2020 Jul

City Super starts 
to hold INNOTIER
products

2021 Jul

INNOTIER 
launched Disney 
and Marvel 
collaborative 

2021 Jul

INNOTIER
becomes first and
only brand to be
allowed
“antimicrobial” &
“antivirus” terms
on Disney products

2021 Feb

INNOTIER 
opens flagship
store 2021 Nov

INNOTIER 
launched Sanrio 
collaborative 
collectionscollaborative 

collections



INNOTIER MILESTONES

2021 Dec

INNOTIER was 
awarded CSDC 
from UNESCO in
their 10th 

anniversary

2022 Apr

INNOTIER 
launched “Design
A Better Future”
Mask Design
Competition

NOW

Continue integrating 
Innovation, 
Technology, & 
Sustainability to our 
business model
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Launch video highlights

INNOTIER
BRAND 
LAUNCH
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07 July 2020 | Hart Hall, Hong Kong
We received 196 media coverage within 24 hours! 



INNOTIER awarded Certified Sustainable Development Corporation (CSDC) 
by The World Institute of Sustainable Development Planner (WISDP) in 2021. 18

UNESCO PARTNERSHIP



COMMITMENT
TO REDUCE
CO2 EMISSIONS
INNOTIER has joined the global efforts in bringing
the world’s carbon footprint to a net zero. As one of
our SDG goals of “Climate Action”, we have taken
steps such as calculating our carbon footprint, using
recycled polyester, biodegradable packaging, etc. 
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V I S UA L  I D E N T I T Y



L O G O S



LOGO
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PRIMARY
The INNOTIER icon – the circle in the bottom right corner symbolises 
our earth, while the outline stretches and finally connects together in 
the top left, representing 2 arms hugging the ‘earth’. This logo 
symbolizes INNOTIER caring for the earth.

The sharp angled corner at the top left reflects the relentless and 
passionate vision of the organisation and its forward moving strategy. 
Angled corners are used to represent reliability and precision.

This color of blue gives feeling of importance, technology, freshness, 
purity and caring. On the other hand, the grey gives a softer and 
elegant vibe.
 
The logo projects a confrontational image but in a soft way. All caps 
typography demonstrate the powerful and unrelenting role of the 
organization to make real changes, while spaces between the letters 
maintain its fresh and premium image.

Keywords: 
Call for action, game changer, impactful, strategic, powerful, 
distinctive, unrelenting, forward-thinking, influential, sustainable, 
technology

Usage:
The INNOTIER logo should be used exactly as shown in this manual 
with no alterations. Do not rearrange the elements or change the 
proportions of the logo.

SYMBOL

LOGOTYPE



LOGO
CLEARSPACE
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Keep the area around the logo relatively clear.

Minimum clearspace: 1/3 of the logo’s width.

No other logos, type, or other graphic elements should 
infringe on its space.

SIZING

Scale and proportion are determined by the available 
space, aesthetics, function, and visibility. There is no 
maximum size for the INNOTIER logo. 

1.

2.

3.

DIGITAL

PRINT

40px width minimum

0.4 inches width minimum

1/3x x 1/3x



LOGO
SECONDARY
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The Secondary Logo is for corporate communication and 
presentations, or when INNOTIER appears alongside 
other world-based company logos.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.



LOGO
SECONDARY
CLEARSPACE
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Keep the area around the logo relatively clear.

Minimum clearspace: 1/1 of the logo’s height.

No other logos, type, or other graphic elements should 
infringe on its space.

SIZING

Scale and proportion are determined by the available 
space, aesthetics, function, and visibility. There is no 
maximum size for the INNOTIER logo. 

1.

2.

3.

DIGITAL

PRINT

40px height minimum

0.4 inches height minimum
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LOGO
WITH TAGLINE

The Logo with Tagline is also for corporate 
communication and presentations. 

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.



LOGO
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Keep the area around the logo relatively clear.

Minimum clearspace: 1/3 of the logo’s width.

No other logos, type, or other graphic elements should 
infringe on its space.

SIZING

Scale and proportion are determined by the available 
space, aesthetics, function, and visibility. There is no 
maximum size for the INNOTIER logo. 

1.

2.

3.

DIGITAL

PRINT

133px height minimum

1.7 inches height minimum

1/3x x 1/3xWITH TAGLINE
CLEARSPACE
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LOGO
ALTERNATE

The Alternate Logo can be used where the Primary Logo 
grey logotype cannot be seen.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.
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LOGO
ALTERNATE

The Alternate Logo can be used where the Secondary 
Logo grey logotype cannot be seen.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.
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LOGO
MONOCHROMATIC

The Monochromatic Logo can be used when full color 
versions can’t be used.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.



LOGO
METALLIC

The Metallic Logos can be used for special events or 
promotions that call for an extra ounce of celebratory 
element.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.
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AgDESMO
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SUB-BRAND
AgDESMO is a fabric technology designed to deliver comfort and 
hygiene to users.

The “Ag” represents Silver – number 47 on the periodic table.
“DESMO” – derived from a greek word meaning “bonding”. 
Overall, AgDESMO means “Silver-Bonding Technology”.

A precious metal, pure silver commonly found in jewellery and 
coinage, has in face anti-viral and anti-odor properties. The usage of 
silver is a well-documented method for extinguishing bacteria, mould 
and viruses.

Our fabric technology uses pure silver thread directly woven into the 
fabric kills up to 99.99% of bacteria, fungi and viruses in a naturally 
efficient way. Our safe, non-chemical solution kills contaminants 
which usually live on untreated surfaces for long periods.

AgDESMO fabric is a durable technology rated for BFE 99% and 
retains the highest PPE standard after 100+ washes.



SYMBOL

LOGOTYPE

LOGO
PRIMARY
The left full circle represents technology, the right circle represents 
fashion, and the middle green circle suggests that although our 
technology is very enhanced, we still remember our mission to be 
‘sustainable’. The 3 key personalities of AgDESMO are technology, 
sustainability and fashion – hence using full circles.

Even though we are a very blessed brand, we always remind ourselves 
to stay humble. We are always “half full”, ready to be full, hungry and 
humble to help the world, which is reflected by teh semi-circles on the 
‘g’ and ‘o’. When we combine the two ‘humble’ semi-circles, we are 
complete. With all the different personalities of AgDESMO, we are 
one.
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LOGO
CLEARSPACE
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Keep the area around the logo relatively clear.

Minimum clearspace: 1/3 of the logo’s width.

No other logos, type, or other graphic elements should 
infringe on its space.

SIZING

Scale and proportion are determined by the available 
space, aesthetics, function, and visibility. There is no 
maximum size for the AgDESMO logo. 

1.

2.

3.

DIGITAL

PRINT

40px width minimum

0.4 inches width minimum

1/3x x 1/3x



LOGO
SECONDARY
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The Secondary Logo is for corporate communication and 
presentations, or when INNOTIER appears alongside 
other world-based company logos.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.



LOGO
SECONDARY
CLEARSPACE
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Keep the area around the logo relatively clear.

Minimum clearspace: 1/1 of the logo’s height.

No other logos, type, or other graphic elements should 
infringe on its space.

SIZING

Scale and proportion are determined by the available 
space, aesthetics, function, and visibility. There is no 
maximum size for the INNOTIER logo. 

1.

2.

3.

DIGITAL

PRINT

40px height minimum

0.4 inches height minimum



LOGO
ALTERNATE
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The Alternate Logos can be used when the background 
is too dark to see the colours of the blue circles and the 
black letters.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.
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LOGO
MONOCHROMATIC

The Monochromatic Logo can be used when full color 
versions can’t be used.

Elements of the alternate usage are fixed and must not 
be re-proportioned, redrawn, or modified

1.

2.



PA R T N E R  
L O G O S



PARTNER
LOGOS

Horizontal Logo Relationships
For horizontal or type-based partner logos, use the 
Primary Logo, match heights, and separate with a 
clearspace equal to half the height of the lockup.

Vertical Logo/Logo Only Relationships
For vertical or graphic-based partner logos, use the 
Primary Logo, match heights, and separate with a 
clearspace equal to a third of the height of the lockup.

1.

2.

INNOTIER collaborates with lots of companies. Use your 
best judgment when selecting which format to 
implement.

Y
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Y

Y

1/3
Y

1/2
Y

1/3
Y



PARTNER
LOGOS

Horizontal Logo Relationships
For horizontal or type-based partner logos, use the 
Secondary Logo, match heights, and separate with a 
clearspace equal to the height of the lockup.

Vertical Logo/Logo Only Relationships
For vertical or graphic-based partner logos, use the 
Primary Logo, match heights, and separate with a 
clearspace equal to a third of the height of the lockup.

1.

2.

When necessary, partner logos can be paired with 
INNOTIER’s Secondary Logo or Logo with Tagline.

41

YY

Y 1/3
Y
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I N CO R R E C T  U S E



INCORRECT 
USE
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Keep our logos consistent throughout communications. 
Here are ways they shouldn’t appear.

These rules apply to all variants of our logos. The 
examples opposite are just for visual representation.

1.

2.

Don’t pick your 
own colors

Don’t outline Don’t rotate

Don’t skew or shear Don’t add any effects Don’t use the 
logotype by itself

Don’t use the old logo Don’t use our 
operational brand logo

Don’t make our
symbol smaller
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These rules apply to all variants of our logos. The 
examples opposite are just for visual representation.

Don’t make our
symbol bigger

Don’t change spacing Don’t switch the
order

Don’t recreate using
different fonts

Don’t create co-brand
logos

Don’t switch out a
letter for our logo

Don’t make your
own logo

Don’t add a stroke Don’t crop the logo –
Respect clearspace

guidelines

INCORRECT 
USE
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INCORRECT 
USE

Don’t add graphics Don’t add background
color

Don’t flip our symbol
in any direction

Don’t place on cluttered
background images

Don’t place another
company logo on ours

ABC 
COMPANY
LOGO

These rules apply to all variants of our logos. The 
examples opposite are just for visual representation.
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T Y P O G R A P H Y



TYPOGRAPHY
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Avenir Light

secondary typeface

Avenir Medium

Cocogoose Pro Block Innerline

primary typeface

Cocogoose Pro Thin

o

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Modern, Sophisticated, Empowering – Cocogoose 
represents our innovative driven lifestyle and should be 
used when designing or marketing INNOTIER.

Friendly, Likeable, Elegant –
Avenir, meaning “future” in French, showcases our 
approach to innovative sustainability as we work towards 
a greener future.

Avenir HeavyCocogoose Pro Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

0123456789

0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789



CO L O R



PRIMARY 
PALETTE
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INNOSPURE
HEX Code
#0a576b

 
RGB

10, 87, 107

CMYK
93, 56, 43, 22

Pantone [Solid Coated]
7708 C

INNOSPURE Light
HEX Code
#35768a

 
RGB

53, 118, 138

CMYK
85, 35, 32, 14

Pantone [Solid Coated]
7703 C

INNOTIER GREY
HEX Code
#64666b

 
RGB

100, 102, 107

CMYK
62, 52, 47, 19

Pantone [Solid Coated]
10 C

INNOSPURE – INNOTIER’s weapon of choice 
when it comes to color. This blue-green hue 
blends our passion for sustainability and 
persistency in finding innovative solutions.

INNOTIER GREY – This color conveys our 
down-to-earth, no frills approach to taking 
steps towards a more sustainable future.



SECONDARY 
PALETTE
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Our Secondary Palette 
of colors shows the unrelenting 
pursuit of a greener world we 
look towards in our work. 

You will see us use this palette 
for size differentiations in 
products, etc.

INNOTIER
AQUA

HEX Code
#95ccc1

 
RGB

149, 204, 193

CMYK
47, 0, 29, 0

Pantone 
[Solid Coated]

332 C

INNOTIER
SEA

HEX Code
#29817c

 
RGB

41, 129, 124

CMYK
91, 30, 56, 5

Pantone 
[Solid Coated]

7717 C

INNOTIER
EMERALD

HEX Code
#286868

 
RGB

40, 104, 104

CMYK
91, 40, 56, 20

Pantone 
[Solid Coated]

7719 C

INNOTIER
FOREST

HEX Code
#1d4f51

 
RGB

29, 79, 81

CMYK
91, 45, 56, 40

Pantone 
[Solid Coated]

7721 C

INNOTIER
EVERGREEN

HEX Code
#193b42

 
RGB

25, 59, 66

CMYK
91, 57, 56, 50

Pantone 
[Solid Coated]

7722 C
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AgDESMO OCEAN
HEX Code

#358187
 

RGB
52, 53, 135

CMYK
77, 30, 40, 13

Pantone [Solid Coated]
2236 C

AgDESMO JADE
HEX Code
#5eb1a0

 
RGB

94, 177, 160

CMYK
68, 5, 46, 0

Pantone [Solid Coated]
3258 C

AgDESMO OCEAN – This blue-green hue 
symbolises the intersection of technology and 
fashion that we pioneer.

AgDESMO JADE – This color emphasizes our 
commitment to using technology and fashion 
to birth new solutions for sustainability.

AgDESMO 
PALETTE



I M AG E  S T Y L E



IMAGE STYLE
LIFESTYLE
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Our image style for lifestyle photography moodshots is a 
futuristic, modern vibe with a touch of elegance.
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IMAGE STYLE
PRODUCT

Our image style for product photography is clean and 
simple with clear shots of all necessary directions (e.g. 
front back, side, etc.)



TO N E  O F  VO I C E



INNOTIER’S
VOICE

Imagine an environmental advocate with a passion for 
purpose-filled inclusion and empowerment. We sound 

like a welcoming, relatable friend excited to share.
Storytelling for our Planet Earth at its finest.
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WHAT 
WE’RE NOT

FIXED
CUSTOMARY

VAGUE
AIMLESS
SELFISH
PASSIVE

COMPLACENT

WHAT 
WE ARE

INNOVATIVE
INCLUSIVE

EMPOWERING
TRANSPARENT
PURPOSEFUL

SOLUTION
VERTICAL



CO N TAC T



CONTACT

INNOTIER Marketing & Design Team

joyce.cheung@innotier.com
christina.cheng@innotier.com
onshun.lo@innotier.com

All design resources are available and updated regularly at: 
innotier.com/our-brand-tools
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